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SEMI-INVARIANTS FOR GENTLE STRING ALGEBRAS
ANDREW T. CARROLL, JERZY WEYMAN
Abstract. In this article we give an algorithm for determining the generators and
relations for the rings of semi-invariant functions on irreducible components of RepA(β)
when A is a (acyclic) gentle string algebra and β is a dimension vector. These rings
of semi-invariants turn out to be semigroup rings to which we can associate a so-called
matching graph. Under this association, generators for the semigroup can be seen by
certain walks on this graph, and relations are given by certain configurations in the
graph. This allows us to determine degree bounds for the generators and relations of
these rings. We show further that these bounds also hold for acyclic string algebras in
general.
1. Introduction
Gentle string algebras are a generally well-behaved class of algebras, which are special
cases of (special) biserial algebras. They are tame, but exhibit so-called non-polynomial
growth. Gel’fand and Ponomarev [GP68] described the indecomposable representations
of the Lorentz group, the generalities of which would lead to the definition of biserial
algebras. For the case of string algebras, Butler and Ringel [BR87] have described all in-
decomposable modules, determined the irreducible morphisms, and the possible compo-
nents that can arise in the Auslander-Reiten quiver. More recently, string algebras have
appeared in connection to cluster algebras, namely from triangulations of unpunctured
surfaces with marked points [ABCP87]. The motivation and much of the setup in this
article are generalizations of those exhibited by Kras´kiewicz and Weyman in [KW2011].
The main theorem of this article is, in fact, a result in the direction of a conjecture posed
by the aforementioned authors concerning so-called matching semigroups.
Fix an algebraically closed field k. Suppose that kQ/I is a gentle string algebra, and
Q is a quiver without oriented cycles. We will show that the components of RepkQ/I(β)
are parameterized by maps r : Q1 → N satisfying certain properties with respect to the
dimension vector β. These maps will be called rank sequences, and allow us to state the
main theorem of the paper:
Theorem 1.1. k[RepkQ/I(β)r]
SL(β) is a semigroup ring with generators in degree at most∑
a∈Q1
2
(
r(a) + 1
2
)
.
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Furthermore, the relations in this ring occur in degree bounded by∑
a∈Q1
8
(
r(a) + 1
2
)
.
The key remark concerning gentle string algebras is that any string algebra kQ/I for
which Q is acyclic is a quotient of a gentle string algebra with the same underlying
quiver. This implies that irreducible components in RepkQ/I(β) are entirely contained
in those of RepkQ/I′(β). In particular, the ring of semi-invariants for RepkQ/I(β) is a
quotient ring of those rings herein calculated for RepkQ/I′(β), so bounds in the latter
ring hold for the former.
The article is organized as follows. In section 2, we give some basic definitions regard-
ing gentle string algebras. Section 3 introduces the varieties of complexes, as studied
in [DS81], and exhibits the irreducible components. In section 4, we give an explicit
basis for the coordinate rings as products of minors, thus allowing us to show a GL(β)-
decomposition of these rings. This is primarily a collection of results from [DS81] (see
also [DRS74]). Section 5 extends these results to the spaces RepkQ/I(β) by viewing these
spaces as products of varieties of complexes. In this way, we will be able to determine
the summands of the decomposition of the coordinate ring and show that the subring
of semi-invariant functions is a semigroup ring. Section 7 exploits the calculations nec-
essary to determine the generators of the aforementioned semigroup, and 8 gives the
combinatorial framework for determining the explicit generators and relations in this
semigroup. This allows us to determine degree bounds for the generators and relations
of the generating semi-invariants in section 9.
2. Preliminaries
Fix an algebraically closed field k. A quiver Q = (Q0, Q1) is a directed graph with Q0
the set of vertices, and Q1 the set of arrows. Such a quiver comes equipped with two
maps t, h : Q1 → Q0 with ta := t(a) the tail of the arrow a, and ha := h(a) the head
of the arrow. As usual, the path algebra kQ of the quiver Q is the algebra with basis
given by all paths p on Q (together with the length-zero paths ex for x ∈ Q0) where
the multiplication is given by concatenation of paths, written as composition of maps.
We will often use the symbol [n] for the interval {1, 2, . . . , n} for the sake of compact
notation. We now recall the definition of gentle string algebras following Assem and
Skowron´ski in [AS87].
Definition 2.1. A finite-dimensional k-algebra A is called a gentle string algebra if it
admits a presentation kQ/I satisfying the following properties:
a. for each vertex x ∈ Q0, the number of arrows a with ha = x is bounded by 2, and
the number of arrows b with tb = x is bounded by 2;
b. for each arrow b there is at most one arrow a with ta = hb (resp. at most one
arrow c with hc = tb) such that ab /∈ I (resp. bc /∈ I);
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c. for each arrow b there is at most one arrow a (resp. at most one arrow c), as
above such that ab ∈ I (resp. bc ∈ I).
d. I is generated by paths of length 2.
If kQ/I satisfies only (a) and (b), then it is said to be a string algebra.
Definition 2.2. A coloring of a quiver Q is a map c : Q1 → S, where S is some finite
set (whose elements we call colors), such that c−1(s) is a directed path for every s ∈ S.
Example 2.3. Let Q be the quiver
1
a1 // 2
a2 //
b =
==
==
==
3
a3 // 5
4
The map c : Q1 → {1, 2} with c(a1) = c(b) = 1 and c(a2) = c(a3) = 2 is a coloring,
since c−1(1) = {b, a1} forms a path and c−1(2) = {a3, a2} as well; however, the map
to the same set with c(a1) = c(a3) = 1 and c(a2) = c(b) = 2 is not a coloring, since
c−1(2) = {b, a2}, which cannot be made into a path.
Remark 2.4. A coloring is simply a partition of the arrows into a disjoint union of
paths. We will often describe such a coloring pictorially by depicting arrows of different
colors by different arrow types.
Definition 2.5. Fix a quiver Q and a coloring c of the quiver, define by Ic the ideal
generated by all monochromatic paths of length 2, i.e.,
Ic =< ba | c(a) = c(b), and ha = tb > .
The algebra kQ/Ic is called a colored algebra (we will sometimes simply say that (Q, c)
is a colored algebra when the field is understood).
Proposition 2.6. If kQ/I is a gentle string algebra such that Q has neither loops nor
oriented cycles, then there is a coloring c on Q such that Ic = I.
Proof. Let S be a set with elements in bijection with the set of arrows a ∈ Q1 such that
there is no b ∈ Q1 with hb = ta and ab ∈ I. Let sa ∈ S be the element corresponding to
such an a ∈ Q1 under this bijection. For each element sa ∈ S, let p(a) = pl(a)(a) . . . p1(a)
be the longest path with p1(a) = a and pi+1(a)pi(a) ∈ I. Notice first that the length
is bounded since Q is acyclic. Additionally, this path is unique and well-defined since
for each arrow pi(a) there is at most one arrow pi+1(a) such that pi+1(a)pi(a) ∈ I. Take
c : Q1 → S to be the map with c(pi(a)) = saa for each i = 1, . . . , l(a). By definition
of the gentle string algebras, for each b there is at most one arrow a with ha = tb and
ba /∈ I. Therefore, since I is generated by paths of length 2, so Ic = I. 
Example 2.7. Consider the following examples of gentle string algebras together with
their colorings c.
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i. Let Q be any orientation of An, and let c be any coloring of Q. Then kQ/Ic is a
colored string algebra.
ii. Let A(n) be the quiver on n + 1 vertices Q0 = {1, . . . , n + 1} with arrows ai, bi :
i → i + 1 for i = 1, . . . , n, and the coloring C = {bnbn−1 . . . b1; anan−1 . . . a1}.
Then kQ/IC is a colored string algebra. The general modules and rings of semi-
invariants for this class were studied by Kras´kiewicz and Weyman in [KW2011].
iii. The following will be a running example for this paper:
3
c1
=
==
==
==
1
a1
///o/o/o
b1 //
2
a2
@@
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
b2
// 4
b3 //
c2
// 5
Then the ideal Ic is generated by {a2a1, b2b1, b3b2, c2c1}.
Proposition 2.8. Let kQ/I be a string algebra such that the underlying quiver Q has
neither loops nor oriented cycles. Then there is a coloring c of Q and an algebra epi-
morphism p : kQ/Ic → kQ/I such that kQ/Ic is a gentle string algebra.
Proof. We will work by induction on the number of arrows in Q. If there is only one
arrow, then the proposition is clear, taking c(a) = s. Suppose the proposition holds
for all acyclic quivers Q′ with |Q′1| < |Q1|, and let x be a source in Q (such a vertex
exists because Q is acyclic). Pick q1 an arrow commencing at x. We define a path q by
recursively defining its initial subpaths q(i) = qi · . . . · q1 as follows:
(1) if there is a unique b ∈ Q1 such that tb = hqi and bqi ∈ I, then qi+1 := b;
(2) if there are two arrows b1, b2 ∈ Q1 with tb1 = tb2 = hqi and b1qi, b2qi ∈ I, then we
have the following possibilities:
(2a) if there is no arrow a′ with h(qi) = h(a′), then pick qi+1 := b1 (either arrow
would suffice);
(2b) if, on the other hand, there is an arrow a′ with h(qi) = h(a′) and b2a′ ∈ I,
(say), then take qi+1 := b1.
(3) Finally, if there is no arrow b with 0 6= bqi ∈ I, then take q = q(i).
Now consider quiver Q′ = (Q′0, Q
′
1) with Q
′
0 = Q0 and Q
′
1 = Q1 \ {a ∈ q}, and the ideal
I ′ ⊂ kQ′ the ideal induced by I by setting a = 0 when a ∈ q. Notice that kQ′/I ′ is
still a string algebra, so by induction there is a coloring c′ : Q′1 → {2, . . . , s} and an
algebra epimorphism p′ : kQ′/Ic′ → kQ′/I ′ where kQ′/Ic′ is a colored string algebra.
Take c : Q1 → {1, . . . , s} the map with c(a) = c′(a) if a ∈ Q′1 and c(a) = 1 if a ∈ q.
Then kQ/I is the quotient of kQ/Ic for this coloring by additional relations.. 
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Example 2.9. Consider the quiver 1
a1 //2 a2
$$JJ
JJ 3
4
b3
$$JJ
JJ
a3 ::tttt
5
b1
//6 b2
::tttt 7
. subject to I =< a3a2, a2a1, b3b2, b3a2 >
Starting with vertex (1), and q1 = a1, we see that one must have q = a3a2a1. So
Q′ = 1 2 3
4
b3 &&
NNN
NNN
5
b1
// 6 b2
88pppppp
7
and I ′ = b3b2. This is indeed a colored string algebra, when colored by c′(b3) = c′(b2) = 3,
c′(b1) = 2, so we would like to extend this coloring to one on Q itself by following the
proof. This gives c(b3) = c(b2) = 3, c(b1) = 2, and c(ai) = 1. It is clear that kQ/Ic
projects onto kQ/I with kernel < b3a2 >.
2.1. Representation Spaces. Recall that a dimension vector for a quiver Q is a vector
β ∈ NQ0 . Suppose that I is generated by paths, say p1, . . . , pl. Then the space of
representations of kQ/I of dimension β is
RepkQ/I(β) := {V ∈ RepkQ/I | dimVx = βx, x ∈ Q0}.
Fixing vector spaces Vx of dimensions βx for x ∈ Q0, one can view this space as
RepkQ/I(β) =
{
(Va)a∈Q1 ∈
∏
a∈Q1
Homk(Vta, Vha) | V (pi) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , l
}
,
where V (pi) is the composition of the maps corresponding to the arrows in the path pi.
Notice that the algebraic group GL(β) =
∏
x∈Q0 GL(βx) acts linearly on RepkQ/I(β), and
the orbits correspond to isoclasses of kQ/I modules.
In the context of this article, suppose that kQ/Ic is a gentle string algebra with c :
Q1 7→ {1, . . . , s}, and let C = {c1, . . . , cs} the set of colored paths associated with c.
Suppose that ci = a
(i)
ni . . . a
(i)
2 a
(i)
1 for each i. Then for fixed β, we have
RepkQ/Ic(β) =
s∏
i=1
{
(V
a
(i)
j
)j=1,...,ni ∈
ni∏
j=1
Homk(Vta(i)j
, V
ha
(i)
j
) | V
a
(i)
j+1
◦ V
a
(i)
j
= 0
}
,
i.e., as a variety Rep(Q,c)(β) is the product of the well-known varieties of complexes. We
remark that this result holds in more generality than gentle string algebras: any algebra
with presentation kQ/I that admits a coloring c such that I = Ic has the property that
RepkQ/I(β) is the product of varieties of complexes.
2.2. Semi-Invariants. Though many of these definitions hold for G-varieties in general,
we will state them only for representation spaces of a quiver.
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Definition 2.10. Suppose that kQ/I is a quiver with relations, and let RepkQ/I(β)i be
an irreducible component of the representation space. Then
SIkQ/I(β, i) := k[RepkQ/I(β)i]
SL(β),
where SL(β) :=
∏
x∈Q0
SL(βx), is called the ring of semi-invariant functions on RepkQ/I(β)i.
The aforementioned ring has a decomposition into weight spaces
SIkQ/I(β, i) =
⊕
χ∈charGL(β)
SIkQ/I(β, i)χ
where
SIkQ/I(β, i)χ := {f ∈ k[RepkQ/I(β)i] | g.f = χ(g) · f for all g ∈ GL(β)
We will calculate the ring of semi-invariants, however, the weight space decomposition
remains unknown.
3. The Variety of Complexes
We recall the definition of the varieties of complexes as given by DeConcini and Strick-
land in [DS81]. We describe their irreducible components, and a decomposition of their
coordinate rings by means of Schur modules.
Fix a non-negative integer n, and an element β ∈ Nn+1. Let {Vi}i=1,...,n+1 be a collec-
tion of k-vector spaces with dimk Vi = βi. Define the variety of complexes by
Comn+1(β) :=
(Ai)i∈[n] ∈⊕
i∈[n]
Hom(Vi, Vi+1) | Ai+1 · Ai = 0 i ∈ [n]
 .
We simply write Com(β) if the length n is understood. Notice that the algebraic group
GL(β) =:
∏
i∈[n+1]
GL(βi) acts by simultaneous change of basis on Comn+1(β). We will
now describe the orbits of this action.
Definition 3.1. A sequence of natural numbers r = (0 := r0, r1, . . . , rn, rn+1 := 0) is
called a rank sequence for β if ri−1 + ri ≤ βi for i ∈ [n + 1]. Furthermore, we define a
partial order on these rank sequences by the condition r  s if and only if ri ≤ si for
each i ∈ [n].
Definition 3.2. For a fixed rank sequence r for β, we denote by Com(β, r) (resp.
Com◦(β, r)) the subsets of elements (Ai)i∈[n] in Com(β) such that rank Ai ≤ ri (resp.
rank Ai < ri) for each i = 1, . . . , n.
Notice that if A ∈ Com(β) then the sequence r(A) with rank Ai ≤ r(A)i is a rank
sequence.
Proposition 3.3. If r is a rank sequence for β, then Com◦(β, r) is an orbit in Com(β)
under GL(β) and Com(β, r) is its closure.
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Proof. It is instructive to consider this proof by understanding representations of the
quiver
Aeqn+1 = 1 a1−→ 2 a2−→ . . . an−→ n+ 1
of dimension vector β. For 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n+ 1, let Ei,j be the representation of Aeqn+1 with
Ei,j(l) =
{
k if i ≤ l ≤ j
0 otherwise,
together with maps
Ei,j(al) : Ei,j(l)→ Ei,j(l + 1)
Ei,j(al) : 1 7→ 1 if i ≤ l < j
Ei,j(al) = 0 otherwise.
It is well known that representations Ei,j for i ≤ j give a complete list of indecomposable
representations of Aeqn+1, so any representation is a direct sum of these. It is furthermore
clear that Comn+1(β) ⊂ Rep(Aeqn+1, β), and so any element in Comn+1(β) is a direct sum
of representations Ei,j which satisfy the relation Ei,j(al+1) ◦Ei,j(al) = 0 for l ∈ [n]. This
leaves only the representations Ei,i+1 for i ∈ [n], and Ei,i for i ∈ [n+ 1]. Therefore, any
element M in Comn+1(β) is contained in the GL(β)-orbit with
M(t, s) =
⊕
i∈[n]
Etii,i+1 ⊕
⊕
i∈[n+1]
Esii,i
for some t ∈ Nn, s ∈ Nn+1 satisfying the condition that ti + ti−1 + si = βi for i ∈ [n+ 1].
Notice that rank (M(t, s))i = ti, so Com
◦(β, r) is a single orbit in Com(β).
We now show that Com(β, r) is the closure of Com◦(β, r). Notice that Com(β, r) is
indeed closed, since in Com(β) it is defined by the simultaneous vanishing of all ri × ri
minors of the maps Ai. We will then show that if r
′ is obtained from r by decreasing
some rj by one, then Com
◦(β, r′) is in the closure of Com◦(β, r). Thus,
Com◦(β, r) ⊂
⋃
r′r
Com◦ = Com(β, r) ⊂ Com◦(β, r).
It suffices to show that there is a continuous map I
(j)
r : k → Com(β) such that I(j)r (ν) ∈
Com◦(β, r) for ν 6= 0 and I(j)r (0) ∈ Com◦(β, r − ej). Let Ej,j+1(ν) be the representation
with
Ej,j+1(ν)i =
{
k if i ∈ {j, j + 1}
0 otherwise
,
and Ej,j+1(ν)(aj) : 1 7→ ν. Define
I(i)r (ν) =
⊕
i∈[n]\j
Erii,i+1 ⊕ Erj−1j,j+1 ⊕ Ej,j+1(ν)⊕
⊕
i∈[n+1]
Esii,i.
Then I
(i)
r (ν) ∈ Com◦(β, r) for ν ∈ k∗, and I(i)r (0) ∈ Com◦(β, r − ej). This concludes the
proof. 
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Proposition 3.4. If r is a maximal rank sequence, then Com◦(β, r) is an open orbit
(therefore irreducible), and Com(β, r) is its closure. Furthermore, Com(β, r) is an irre-
ducible component of Com(β) and the set of all Com(β, r) for r a maximal rank sequence
is a complete list of the irreducible components of Com(β).
Proof. For r a fixed rank sequence, define the sets R≥(β, r), R≤(β, r) ⊂ ⊕
i∈[n]
Hom(Vi, Vi+1)
of elements A = (Aj)j∈[n] such that rank Aj ≤ rj (resp. rank Aj ≥ rj) for j ∈ [n].
Furthermore, we let
R>(β, r) =
⋃
sr
R≥(β, s) ⊂ R≥(β, r).
We will determine when such sets are closed or open by describing their defining equa-
tions. For a pair of sets (Ii, Ji) ⊂ [βi]× [βi+1] with |Ii| = |Ji|, let ∆(i)(Ii,Ji) be the function
on Com(β) such that ∆
(i)
(Ii,Ji)
(
(Aj)j∈[n]
)
is the minor of the matrix Ai with columns given
in order by Ii and rows given by Ji. For a rank sequence r, let S
(i)
ri be the set of all
pairs of sets (Ii, Ji) ⊂ [βi] × [βi+1] with |Ii| = |Ji| = ri. Then we have the following
descriptions of the sets above:
R≤(β, r) =
⋂
i∈[n]
⋂
(Ii,Ji)∈S(i)ri+1
V (∆
(i)
Ii,Ji
)
R≥(β, r) =
⋂
i∈[n]
⋃
(Ii,Ji)∈S(i)ri
NV (∆
(i)
Ii,Ji
)
where V (T ) is the set of common zeros for the ideal T , and NV (T ) is the set of elements
which do not vanish on all of T .
From this description, R≤(β, r) is closed, and R≥(β, r) is open. Note that Com(β, r) =
Com(β) ∩R≤(β, r) is closed in Com(β). Furthermore,
Com◦(β, r) = Com(β) ∩ (R≥(β, r) \R>(β, r))
= (Com(β) ∩R≥(β, r)) \ (Com(β) ∩R>(β, r)).
However, if r is a maximal rank sequence, then Com(β) ∩ R>(β, r) is empty, for there
are no complexes with larger rank sequence. Thus, Com◦(β, r) = Com(β) ∩ R≥(β, r),
which is open in Com(β). We have already seen that Com◦(β, r) is a GL(β) orbit from
proposition 3.3 and so it is irreducible. Furthermore, Com(β, r) is its closure, and clearly
Com(β) =
⋃
r maximal
Com(β, r) and Com(β, r) 6⊂ Com(β, r′) whenever r 6= r′ are maximal
rank sequences. Therefore, this is a complete list of the irreducible components. 
We have now shown that Com(β, r) is a GL(β)-variety. This implies that k[Com(β, r)]
is a GL(β)-module. In the following section we will explore this structure.
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4. The Coordinate Ring k[Comn(β, r)]
In this section, we describe the explicit basis of k[Com(β, r)] via minors prescribed
by Young tableaux. This actually illustrates a filtration on the coordinate ring whose
associated graded is given by Schur modules. The early portion of this section is a
recollection of Young diagrams. In the last part of this section, we describe a filtration
on k[Com(β, r)] whose associated graded ring. For the remainder of this section, we fix
n, a dimension vector β, and a maximal rank sequence r for β. We will first set up
notation for Young diagrams.
Definition 4.1. A Young diagram λ is a sequence of non-increasing positive integers
λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λm, m is called the number of parts of λ.
We will draw Young diagrams as a table of rows of left-justified boxes such that the
i-th row has λi boxes. For example, the diagram (4, 3, 3, 2) would be depicted by the
figure
For a Young diagram λ, we denote by λ′ the transpose diagram, where λ′i = {i | λj ≥ i}.
Definition 4.2. Let λ = λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λm, and p be a positive integer with p ≥ m. Denote
by [p − λ] the diagram with p parts and [p − λ]j = λ1 − λp−j+1 (in this expression, if
λp−j+1 is not defined, then it is considered to be 0).
Definition 4.3. A filling of λ is an assignment of non-negative integers t = {tk,l}k=1,...,m
l=1,...,λk
to the boxes of λ. Such a filling is called standard if tk,l < tk+1,l whenever both are
defined, and tk,l ≤ tk,l+1 (i.e., the filling is column strictly increasing and row weakly
increasing). To a filling t of λ, we associated a sequence of sets I(t) = (I(t)1, . . . , I(t)λ1)
where Il = {t1,l, t2,l, . . . , tλ′l,l}.
Example 4.4. Again, consider the diagram λ = (4, 3, 3, 2), so λ′ = (4, 4, 3, 1). If p = 6,
then [p − λ] = (4, 4, 2, 1, 1, 0). This is most easily calculated by placing λ in the top-left
corner of a p× λ1 rectangle
• • • •
• • •
• • •
• •
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and [p− λ] is the diagram left over in the bottom-right corner.
The following is a standard filling t of λ.
1 2 2 4
2 4 5
3 6 7
7 7
and the associated sequence of sets is I(t) = ({1, 2, 3, 7}, {2, 4, 6}, {2, 5, 7}, {4}).
Definition 4.5. Let V be a vector space, and λ a Young diagram with at most dimV
parts. We will denote by
∧λ V the product of exterior powers of V prescribed by the
columns of λ. Namely
λ∧
V =
λ′1∧
V ⊗ . . .⊗
λ′λ1∧
V.
Remark 4.6. Notice that the basis of
∧λ V is in one-to-one correspondence with column-
increasing fillings of λ consisting of integers 1, . . . , dimV . For a set I = {i1, . . . , ik}, let
eI = ei1 ∧ . . . ∧ eik . If t is a column-increasing filling of λ with integers from the set
{1, . . . , dimV }, then we have the associated sequence of sets (I(t)1, . . . , I(t)λ1) and the
associated basis element in
∧λ V is eI(t)1 ⊗ . . .⊗ eI(t)λ1 .
Example 4.7. Taking λ = (3, 2, 2), the filling
t = 1 2 4
4 3
5 4
corresponds to the element (e1 ∧ e4 ∧ e5)⊗ (e2 ∧ e3 ∧ e4)⊗ e4 in the space
λ∧
V =
3∧
V ⊗
3∧
V ⊗
1∧
V
when dimV ≥ 5.
We will speak of fillings of λ and basis elements of
∧λ V interchangeably.
Definition 4.8. Let V be a k-vector space and λ a Young diagram with at most dimV
parts. Define the map
opλ :
[dimV−λ]∧
V →
λ∧
V
as follows: if t is a column-increasing filling of [dimV −λ], and I(t) = (I(t)1, . . . , I(t)λ1)
is the associated sequence of sets, then take t′ the filling of λ with associated sequence of
sets I(t′) = (I(t′)1, . . . , I(t′)λ1) such that I(t
′)j = {1, . . . , dimV } \ I(t)λ1−j+1. Then
opλ(t) :=
(
λ1∏
j=1
sgn(I(t′)j, I(t)λ1−j+1)
)
t′.
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Here, sgn(I, J) is the sign of the permutation (I, J) with both I, J written in increasing
order.
Example 4.9. Suppose that dimV = 5, and λ = (3, 2, 2) as in example 4.7. Then
[dimV − λ] = (3, 3, 1, 1, 0). Take t the filling of [dimV − λ] given by
t = 1 1 2
2 5 3
3
5
then
t′ = 1 2 4
4 3
5 4
Since sgn(14523) = 1, sgn(23415) = −1 and sgn(12354) = −1, we have that
opλ(t) = t
′.
Definition 4.10. Suppose that Vi, Vi+1 are k-vector spaces, and λ is a Young dia-
gram with at most min(dimVi, dimVi+1) parts. Define a map δ
(i)
λ :
∧λ Vi ⊗ ∧λ Vi+1 →
k[Com(β, r)] as follows: suppose that ti is a filling of λ from the integers {1, . . . , dimVi}
with associated sequence of sets I(ti), and ti+1 is a filling of λ from the integers {1, . . . , dimVi+1}
with associated sequence of sets I(ti+1). Then
δλ : ti ⊗ ti+1 7→
λ1∏
j=1
∆
(i)
I(ti)j ,I(ti+1)j
.
Recall that ∆
(i)
I,J is the minor of the matrix Ai with columns given by I and rows given
by J .
If λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(n)) is a sequence of Young diagrams such that λ(i) has at most
min(dimVi, dimVi+1) parts, then take
δλ :
n⊗
i=1
λ(i)∧ Vi ⊗ [βi+1−λ(i)]∧ Vi+1
→ k[Com(β, r)]
To be the composition of the map
n⊗
i=1
(id⊗ opλ(i)) :
n⊗
i=1
λ(i)∧ Vi ⊗ [βi+1−λ(i)]∧ Vi+1
→ n⊗
i=1
λ(i)∧ Vi ⊗ λ(i)∧ Vi+1

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And the map
n⊗
i=1
δ
(i)
λ :
n⊗
i=1
λ(i)∧ Vi ⊗ λ(i)∧ Vi+1
→ k[Com(β, r)].
Example 4.11. Suppose that n = 2, β = (2, 5, 3), and r = (2, 3). Let λ = ((2, 1), (2, 2, 1)).
Then δλ is a map
(2,1)∧
V1 ⊗
(2,2,2,1)∧
V2 ⊗
(2,2,1)∧
V2 ⊗
(1)∧
V3 → k[Com(β, r)].
As for an explicit calculation,
(
n⊗
i=1
δ
(i)
λ ) ◦ (
n⊗
i=1
(id⊗ opλ(i)))

1 2
2
⊗ 2 1
3 2
4 4
5

⊗
 1 22 3
4
⊗ 3

=
n⊗
i=1
δ
(i)
λ
 1 2
2
⊗ 3 1
5
⊗
 1 22 3
4
⊗ 1 1
2 2
3

= ∆
(1)
12,35∆
(1)
2,1∆
(2)
124,123∆
(2)
23,12
Remark 4.12. If λ(i) has more than r(i) parts for some i, then image δλ = 0 on
Com(β, r) since one factor is the an r(i) + l × r(i) + l minor of Ai, and rank Ai ≤ r(i)
by definition of Com(β, r).
Definition 4.13. Let Λn(β, r) be the set of sequence of partitions (λ(1), . . . , λ(n)) such
that [βi+1−λ(i)]λ(i)1 ≤ λ(i+ 1)′1. I.e., the first column of [βi+1−λ(i)] is shorter than the
last column of λ(i + 1). If λ ∈ Λn(β, r), denote by [λ(i + 1) : λ(i)] the Young diagram
with
[λ(i+ 1) : λ(i)]j = [βi+1 − λ(i)]j + λ(i+ 1)j.
Diagrammatically, this is simply juxtaposing the diagrams λ(i) and [βi+1 − λ(i)], which
is still a Young diagram by definition of Λn(β, r). We will also write λ(1) = [λ(1) : λ(0)]
and [βn+1 − λ(n)] = [λ(n+ 1) : λ(n)] for the degenerate cases.
A filling of the diagrams [λ(1) : λ(0)], [λ(2) : λ(1)], . . . , [λ(n) : λ(n − 1)], [λ(n + 1) :
λ(n)]] is the same as a filling of all diagrams λ(i) and [βi+1 − λ(i)] for i = 1, . . . , n and
is called a multitableau.
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Example 4.14. Again, take n = 2, β = (2, 5, 3), r = (2, 3). If λ(1) = (2, 1) and λ(2) =
(2, 1), then [β2 − λ(1)] = (2, 2, 2, 1, 0) and [β3 − λ(2)] = (2, 1, 0). Then
[λ(2) : λ(1)] =
The following is a multitableau of shape λ:
1 2
1
1 2 3 3
2 3 4
3 5
5
2 3
3
The corresponding element in
∧λ(1) V1 ⊗∧[β2−λ(1)] V2 ⊗∧λ(2) V2 ⊗∧[β3−λ(2)] V3 is
1 2
1
⊗ 1 2
2 3
3 5
5
⊗ 3 3
4
⊗ 2 3
3
Definition 4.15. For two partitions λ, µ, we define λ  µ if (λ′1, . . . , λ′λ1) ≥ (µ′1, . . . , µ′µ1).
Extend this to a partial order on Λn(β, r) with λ  µ if
([λ(1) : λ(0)], [λ(2) : λ(1)], . . . , [λ(n+ 1) : λ(n)], [λ(n+ 1) : λ(n)])
 ([µ(1) : µ(0)], [µ(2) : µ(1)], . . . , [µ(n+ 1) : µ(n)], [µ(n+ 1) : µ(n)])
in the lexicographical order.
Definition 4.16. Suppose that λ and µ are partitions with r1, r2 parts, respectively, and
V is a vector space of dimension n. Then we write S(λ,−µ)V to denote the Schur module
S(λ1,...,λr1 ,0,...,0,−µr2 ,−µr2−1,...,−µ1)V , where we include n − (r1 + r2) zeros in the indexing
vector. Furthermore, we will write −µ for the vector (−µr2 , . . . ,−µ2,−µ1).
Proposition 4.17 ([DS81]). Denote by Fλ =
∑
µ∈Λn(β,r)
µλ
image δµ, and F≺λ =
∑
µ∈Λn(β,r)
µ≺λ
image δµ.
Then Fλ/F≺λ has a basis given by standard fillings of the diagrams [λ(i + 1) : λ(i)] for
i = 0, . . . , n. A collection of fillings of this sequence of diagrams is called a multitableau
of shape λ. Furthermore,
Fλ/F≺λ ∼=
n⊗
i=1
S(λ(i),0,...,0,−λ(i−1))Vi.
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The above proposition is proven by showing that if tλ is a multitableau of shape λ,
then δλ(tλ) can be written, modulo terms in F≺λ, as a linear combination of standard
multitableau of shape λ.
Definition 4.18. The content of a multitableau t of shape λ is the sequence of vectors
(κ1, . . . , κn+1) where
κij = #{ boxes in [λ(i) : λ(i− 1)] that are filled with the integer j}
Corollary 4.19 ([DS81]). Suppose that t is a non-standard multitableau of shape λ.
Then
δλ(t) = s(t) + y(t)
where s(t) is a linear combination of standard multitableaux of the same content as t,
and y(t) ∈ F≺λ.
Proposition 4.20 ([DS81]). k[Com(β, r)] =
⋃
λ∈Λn(β,r)
Fλ.
Definition 4.21. Suppose that λ, µ ∈ Λn(β, r). Define by λ+µ the sequence of diagrams
with (λ+ µ)(i)j = λ(i)j + µ(i)j.
Proposition 4.22. Suppose that tλ and tµ are multitableaux of shapes λ and µ, respec-
tively. Then
δλ(tλ) · δµ(tµ) ∈ Fλ+µ.
Proof. It suffices to show this when µ consists of a single column, i.e., µ(i) = (
j︷ ︸︸ ︷
1, 1, . . . , 1, 0, 0, . . . )
for some i and µ(j) = 0 otherwise. Thus, δλ(tµ) = ∆
(i)
I,J for some sets I ⊂ {1, . . . , βi},
J ⊂ {1, . . . , βi+1}. Therefore, δλ(tλ) · δµ(tµ) = δλ(tλ) · ∆(i)I,J . Now notice that λ + µ is
the sequence diagrams which is the same as λ except for (λ + µ)(i) which has an extra
column of height j. Take multitableau of shape (λ+µ) so that all entries not correspond-
ing to the extra column are the same as in the filling tλ, and all entries in the columns
corresponding to the extra column are taken from tµ. Denoting by tλ+µ this filling, we
have that δλ+µ(tλ+µ) = δλ(tλ) · δµ(tµ). In short, each column of the sequence µ can be
absorbed into λ until the result is the sequence λ+ µ. 
Corollary 4.23 ([DS81]). The set {Fλ}λ∈Λ gives a filtration of k[Com(β, r)] and the
associated graded algebra is
grΛ (k[Com(β, r)]) =
⊕
λ∈Λ
n⊗
i=1
S(λ(i),0,0,...,0,−λ(i−1))Vi.
(For the definition of the Schur modules SλV , we refer to [Wey03][Chapter 2.1].)
We are now prepared to consider the variety RepkQ/I(β) when kQ/I is a gentle string
algebra.
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5. The Coordinate Rings of RepkQ/I(β)
Let kQ/I be a gentle string algebra with c : Q → S the coloring of Q such that
I = Ic. Let β a dimension vector for Q. We will determine the irreducible components of
RepkQ/I(β), and determine the rings SIQ,c(β)i via generators and relations. This analysis
will yield we find upper bounds for the degrees of the generators and relations viewed
as polynomials in k[RepkQ/I(β)i]. For brevity we will write RepQ,c(β) for the space
RepkQ/Ic(β), and SIQ,c(β) for the subring of semi-invariants.
Define by X ⊂ Q0 × S the space of pairs with (x, s) ∈ X if and only if s is a color
passing through x, i.e., there is an arrow a with h(a) = x or t(a) = x and c(a) = s. For
such a pair, we denote by i(x, s) (resp. o(x, s)) the arrow of color s whose head (resp.
tail) is x. Formally, we write ∅ if this arrow doesn’t exist. A vertex will be called lonely
if there is only one element (x, s) ∈ X, and coupled if there are two (notice that there
can be at most 2).
Definition 5.1. A map r : Q1 → N is called a rank sequence if its restriction to each
colored path is a rank sequence. I.e., r(i(x, s)) + r(o(x, s)) ≤ βx for all (x, s) ∈ X (here
we adopt the convention that r(∅) = 0). The rank sequence r is called maximal if it is
so under the coordinate-wise partial order.
Proposition 5.2. Let RepQ,c(β, r) = {M ∈ RepQ,c(β) | rank (M(a)) ≤ r(a) ∀a ∈ Q1}.
This variety is irreducible if and only if r is maximal under the coordinate-wise partial
ordering. Furthermore, for such rank sequence r, RepQ,c(β, r) is normal and Cohen-
Macaulay with rational singularities..
Proof. This is clear once we show that RepQ,c(β) is the product of varieties of complexes
(the normality, Cohen-Macaulay and rational singularity properties are corollaries of
[DS81]). More specifically, for each color s ∈ S, let Xs be the set of vertices such that
(x, s) ∈ X, As the set of arrows a with c(a) = s, βs be the restriction of the dimension
vector β to the vertices Xs, and r
s the restriction of the rank sequence r to the arrows
in As. Then as varieties we have∏
s∈S
Com|Xs|(β
s, rs) ∼= RepQ,c(β, r).
Therefore
k[RepQ,c(β, r)]
∼=
⊗
s∈S
k[Com|Xs|(β
s, rs)].

We now describe a filtration on k[RepQ,c(β, r)] by collections of Young Diagrams.
Definition 5.3. Let Λ(Q, c, β, r) be the set of functions λ : Q1 → P (where P is the
set of Young diagrams) such that λ(a) has at most r(a) non-zero parts (this is the gen-
eralization of Λn(β, r) from section 4). We will simply write Λ if the parameters are
understood. If ps = pms . . . p1 is the full path of color s, then we write λ
s for the sequence
λ(p1), . . . , λ(pms).
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As a result of the previous section, for each λ ∈ Λ, we have the map
δˆλ :
⊗
s∈S
 ms⊗
i=1
λ(pi)∧
Vtpi ⊗
[βhpi
−λ(pi)]∧
Vhpi
→ k[RepQ,c(β, r)](5.1)
which is given by the product of the maps δˆλs . It will be convenient to denote the domain
of this map by
∧λ V . Furthermore, we may extend the partial order of 4 to Λ as follows:
λ  µ
if and only if
λs  µs
for each color s ∈ S, where  on colored sequences is given by that for the variety
of complexes associated to that color. Finally, we denote by Fλ =
∑
µλ
image(δˆµ), and
F≺λ =
∑
µ≺λ
image(δˆµ).
Proposition 5.4. For r a maximal rank sequence for β, the collection {Fλ | λ ∈
Λ(Q, c, β, r)} is a filtration of RepQ,c(β, r) relative to the partial order just described.
Furthermore,
Fλ/
∑
µ≺λ
Fµ ∼=
⊗
(x,s)∈X
Sλ(x,s)Vx
where λ(x, s) = (λ(o(x, s)),−λ(i(x, s))).
Proof. As the product of spaces that are filtered by sequences of partitions, k[RepQ,c(β, r)
is filtered by collections of sequences of partitions. 
Corollary 5.5. For Q, c, β, r as above,
gr(k[RepQ,c(β, r)])
∼=
⊕
λ∈Λ
⊗
(x,s)∈X
Sλ(x,s)Vx(5.2)
∼=
⊕
λ∈Λ
⊗
x∈Q0
Sλ(x,s1(x))Vx ⊗ Sλ(x,s2)Vx.(5.3)
As a result of the above remarks, we can give a basis for k[RepQ,c(β, r)] via standard
multitableaux by generalizing the procedure described by DeConcini and Strickland in
the case of the varieties of complexes. The following definitions will serve as the notation
necessary for such a generalization.
Definition 5.6. Let λ ∈ Λ(Q, c, β, r). For each element (x, s) ∈ X, denote by [λx,s] the
partition with [λx,s]j = λ(o(x, s))j + (βx − λ(i(x, s)))j. This can be viewed as adjoining
the partitions (βx − λ(i(x, s)) and λ(o(x, s)) left-to-right.
This is the natural generalization of the symbol [λ(i) : λ(i − 1)] in section 4, so we
expect to build a basis from fillings of these diagrams.
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Definition 5.7. Let λ ∈ Λ(Q, c, β, r). A multitableau of shape λ is a column-strictly-
increasing filling of each of the diagrams [λx,s] for (x, s) ∈ X. A multitableau is called
standard if each filling of each diagram is a standard filling. The content κ of a filling of λ
is the collection of vectors κx,s ∈ Nβx with (κx,s)j = #{ occurrences of j in the filling of [λx,s]}.
Using the same conventions as in section 4, we can see that
∧λ V has basis given by
multitableaux of shape λ. In the subsequent section, we will determine explicit elements
of
∧λ V whose image under δˆλ is a semi-invariant function.
6. Semi-Invariant Functions in k[RepQ,c(β, r)]
Fix a colored string algebra (Q, c), a dimension vector β, and a maximal rank sequence
r for β. We denote by Mλ the term Fλ/F≺λ for λ ∈ Λ. With this notation, we may
write gr(k[RepQ,c(β, r)])
∼= ⊕
λ∈Λ
Mλ. In the forthcoming, we will show that SIQ,c(β, r) is
isomorphic to a semigroup ring. We do so by defining a basis {mλ} for SIQ,c(β, r) and
then exhibiting the multiplication on said basis.
Definition 6.1. Let ΛSI(Q, c, β, r) be the set of elements λ in Λ(Q, c, β, r) such that Mλ
contains a semi-invariant. As usual, we write ΛSI if the parameters are understood.
Proposition 6.2. Let λ ∈ Λ. Then λ ∈ ΛSI if and only if there is a vector σ(λ) ∈ ZQ0
such that for each x ∈ Q0, we have
λ(x, s1)i + λ(x, s2)βx+1−i = σ(λ)x i = 1, . . . , βx,(6.1)
(here if x is a lonely vertex, then the second summand is suppressed, i.e., λ(x, s)i = σ(λ)x
for i = 1, . . . , βx. Furthermore, if λ ∈ ΛSI , then the space of semi-invariants in Mλ is
one-dimensional.
Proof. The decomposition of the tensor product of two Schur modules is given by the
Littlewood-Richardson rule (cf. [[Wey03] proposition 2.3.1]). Applying this to equation
5.2, we see that there is an SL(β)-invariant (meaning that the Schur module appearing
as a factor at x is a height-βx rectangle for each x) if and only if the system of equations
in the proposition hold. 
Corollary 6.3. ΛSI is a semigroup under the + operation as defined on partitions in
4.21.
Proof. Indeed, if σ(λ) and σ(µ) are the vectors in ZQ0 satisfying proposition 6.2 for the
sequences λ, µ ∈ Λ, then σ(λ) + σ(µ) is the vector satisfying the proposition for the
sequence λ+ µ. 
Remark 6.4. Recall the definition of [λx,s] in 5.6. We will collect some useful points:
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a. this notation allows us to rewrite the domain of the map 5.1 in the form⊗
(x,s)∈X
[λx,s]∧
Vx
b. Using this notation, we can restate proposition 6.2, namely that λ ∈ ΛSI if and
only if there is a vector σ(λ) ∈ ZQ0 such that
i. For each lonely element (x, s) ∈ X (i.e., with no other color passing through
x), [λx,s]
′
i = βx, i = 1, . . . , σ(λ)x
ii. For each coupled pair (x, s1), (x, s2) ∈ X, [λx,s1 ]′i + [λx,s2 ]′σx−i+1 = βx for
i = 1, . . . , σ(λ)x.
This restatement will be useful for defining a map whose image consists of semi-
invariants.
Definition 6.5. For λ ∈ ΛSI , define the following maps:
i. If (x, s) ∈ X is a lonely pair, then let
∆λ,xi :
βx∧
Vx →
[λx,s]′i∧
Vx
be the identity map for i = 1, . . . , σ(λ)x (since, by the above remark, βx = [λx,s]
′
i);
ii. If there is a coupled pair (x, s1), (x, s2) ∈ X, then take
∆λ,xi :
βx∧
Vx →
[λ(x,s1)]′i∧
Vx ⊗
[λ(x,s2)]′σ(λ)x−i+1∧
Vx
to be the diagonalization map (since, by the above remark, the sum of the two
powers is precisely βx).
We collect these maps into the map ∆λ in the following way:
∆λ :=
⊗
x∈Q0
σ(λ)x⊗
i=1
∆λ,xi :
⊗
x∈Q0
(
βx∧
Vx
)σ(λ)x→ ⊗
(x,s)∈X
[λx,s]∧
Vx.(6.2)
Notice that ∆λ is a GL(β)-equivariant map, since both identity and diagonalization
are such. Fixing a basis for each space Vx, and let e be the corresponding basis element
of
⊗
x∈Q0
(∧βx Vx)σ(λ)x (note that this space is one-dimensional).
Definition 6.6. Denote by
mλ = δˆλ∆
λ(e).
This is unique up to scalar multiple.
Proposition 6.7. For λ ∈ ΛSI , the function mλ is a semi-invariant of weight σ(λ).
Furthermore, mλ 6= 0 ∈ Fλ/F≺λ.
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The first statement is evident since both δˆλ and ∆
λ are GL(β)-equivariant homomor-
phisms, and the weight is clear from the action on the domain of the map. We delay
the proof of the second statement for a brief description of the straightening relations
in k[RepQ,c(β, r)] relative to fillings of Young diagrams, since the description of mλ is
not given in terms of standard multitableaux. We will come back to this proof when we
can show that there is a standard multitableau of shape λ whose coefficient is non-zero
in mλ. The following is simply a generalization of the material in section 4. We record
these statements as corollaries to DeConcini and Strickland.
Corollary 6.8 ([DS81]). If tλ is a filling of λ, then
δˆλ(tλ) = s(tλ) + y(tλ)
where y(tλ) ∈ F≺λ and s(tλ) is a linear combination of standard fillings of the same
content as tλ).
Corollary 6.9 ([DS81]). If tλ and tµ are fillings of shape λ, µ, then
δˆλ(tλ) · δˆµ(tµ) ∈ Fλ+µ.
proof of proposition 6.7. It remains to be shown that mλ 6= 0 in Fλ/F≺λ. For a filling tλ
of λ, let I(tλ)x,s,i be the set of entries in the i-th column of [λx,s]. Notice that ∆
λ(e) is
the sum of all fillings tλ of λ satisfying the property that I(tλ)x,s,i ∪ I(tλ)x,s′,σ(λ)x−i+1 =
{1, . . . , βx}, call this property (∗). Pick one distinguished element from each coupled
pair (x, s), (x, s′) ∈ X. Consider the filling t◦λ of λ with I(t◦λ)x,s,i = {1, 2, . . . , [λx,s]′i}
whenever (x, s) is the distinguished element in the coupled pair and I(t◦λ)x,s′,i = {βx, βx−
1, . . . , [λx,s′ ]
′
i}. This filling satisfies the property (∗) above so it appears with non-zero
coefficient (namely 1) in mλ. Notice that this filling is standard. We will show that
the content of this filling is unique among fillings appearing with non-zero coefficient
in ∆λ(e), so after straightening the other fillings, this distinguished filling cannot be
canceled. Indeed, the content of this filling is κ(t◦λ)x,s = ([λx,s]1, [λx,s]2, . . . ) if (x, s) is
the distinguished pair, and (κ(t◦λ)x,s)βx−j+1 = [λx,s]j otherwise. This content uniquely
determines the filling t◦λ, so indeed δˆλ(t
◦
λ) appears with non-zero coefficient in mλ. 
Theorem 6.10. The ring of semi-invariants SIQ,c(β, r) is isomorphic to the semigroup
ring k[ΛSI(Q, c, β, r)].
Proof. We have already shown that there is a (vector space) homomorphismm : k[ΛSI(Q, c, β, r)]→
SIQ,c(β, r) where m(λ) = mλ.
Claim 1: m is injective.
Suppose that y = m(
∑
λ∈T aλλ) =
∑
λ∈T aλmλ = 0 ∈ SIQ,c(β, r), where T is a
finite subset of ΛSI . Let max(T ) be the set of maximal elements in T under the
partial order  defined on Λ. Then y ∈ ∑
λ∈max(T )
Fλ Now for each µ ∈ max(T )
there is a surjection
ϕµ :
∑
λ∈max(T )
Fλ →Mµ
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given by the quotient of this space by the subspace F≺µ +
∑
λ∈max(T )\µ
Fλ. Given
that y is a semi-invariant, its image under this map is aµmµ, since the space of
semi-invariants in Mλ is one dimensional. By assumption, this is 0, and since
mµ 6= 0, we must have that aµ = 0 for all µ ∈ max(T ), contradicting the choice
of max(T ).
Claim 2: The map m is surjective.
This fact exploits the same methods as the previous claim: we show that the
maximal λ appearing in a semi-invariant must be elements of ΛSI , and subtract
the corresponding semi-invariant mλ and are left with a semi-invariant function
with smaller terms. Suppose that y ∈ SIQ,c(β, r), and write y =
∑
λ∈T aλxλ
where T ⊂ Λ is a finite subset (recall that k[RepQ,c(β, r) has a basis given by
standard fillings of all λ ∈ Λ, and take xλ to be the summands corresponding
to λ). Let max(T ) again be the maximal elements in T under the partial order
. Notice that the collection of empty partitions is indeed an element of ΛSI ,
so we will proceed by induction on height(T ) defined to be the length of the
longest chain joining both the empty partition and an element of max(T ). For
height(T ) = 0, m is a constant, which is the image of the same constant under
the map m. For µ ∈ max(T ), notice that ϕµ(y) = aµxµ must be a semi-invariant
in gr(RepQ,c(β, r)), so µ ∈ ΛSI . Therefore, for each µ ∈ max(T ), aµxµ = bµmµ.
In particular, aµxµ − bµmµ ∈ F≺µ. Now let
y1 = y −
∑
µ∈max(T )
bµmµ.
By the above remarks, then, y1 =
∑
λ∈T1 a
′
λxλ where T1 = {λ ≺ max(T )}. As
the difference of semi-invariants, y1 is itself a semi-invariant, and height(T1) <
height(T ). By induction, then, y1 =
∑
λ∈ΛSI bλmλ, so
y =
 ∑
µ∈max(T )
bµmµ
+(∑
λ∈T1
bλmλ
)
.
Claim 3: m is a semigroup homomorphism.
This is proven directly. It has already been shown that mλ ·mµ ∈ Fλ+µ. Now
∆λ(e) is a linear combination of all multitableau of shape λ such that I(tλ)x,s,i ∪
I(tλ)x,s′,σ(λ)x−i+1 = {1, . . . , βx}. The coefficient of each multitableau is the sign of
the permutation taking the sequence (I(tλ)x,s,i, I(tλ)x,s′,σ(λ)x−i+1) into increasing
order. Now consider ∆λ+µ(e). We will simply show a bijection between pairs
tλ, tµ, summands in ∆
λ(e) and ∆µ(e), respectively, and summands in ∆λ+µ(e),
and show that the signs agree. To this end, consider [(λ+µ)x,s]. Recall that this
is the shape given by adjoining (βx− (λ+µ)(i(x, s)) and (λ+µ)(o(x, s)). Notice
that by definition of (λ + µ)(o(x, s)), we can choose indices 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < . . . <
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iλ(o(x,s))1 ≤ (λ+ µ)(o(x, s))1 such that
((λ+ µ)(o(x, s))′i1 , (λ+ µ)(o(x, s))
′
i2
, . . . , (λ+ µ)(o(x, s))′iλ(o(x,s))1 )
= (λ(o(x, s))1, . . . , λ(o(x, s))λ(o(x,s))1).
This is easiest to see in a picture:
+ =
In fact, the entire shape [(λ+µ)x,s] can be partitioned into columns in such a way
that the gray columns constitute [λx,s] and those in white constitute [µx,s]. Now
for each distinguished pair (x, s) ∈ X, choose such a partition of the columns,
and partition the columns of the other shapes [λx,s′ ] accordingly, namely if the
column i of [(λ + µ)x,s] is colored gray, then the σ(λ + µ) − i + 1 column of
[(λ + µ)x,s′ ] is colored gray as well. Fixing this partition of the columns, we
have that a multitableau of shape (λ + µ) gives rise uniquely to a multitableau
of shape λ (given by gray columns), and a multitableau of shape µ, and every
pair of multitableau of shapes λ and µ determine a filling of (λ+ µ) by the same
partitioning of the columns. So indeed ∆λ+µ(e) consists of a linear combinations
of all products of pairs of multitableau of shapes λ and µ. Furthermore, since the
sign is calculated by taking the product of the signs given by reordering columns,
it is evident that the sign of the product agrees with the sign in ∆λ+µ(e).

7. Combinatorics: The Semigroup ΛSI(Q, c, β, r)
In this section, we determine the structure of the semigroup ΛSI . As we have shown
above,
SIQ,c(β, r) ∼= k[ΛSI(Q, c, β, r)].
We will exhibit a grading on k[ΛSI ], and show that k[ΛSI ] is a polynomial ring over a sub-
semigroup ring which we denote by k[U ]. For this section, we fix a quiver Q, a coloring
c, a dimension vector β, and a maximal rank sequence r. For ease of presentation we
will use Λ = Λ(Q, c, β, r) and ΛSI similarly.
Definition 7.1. Let {αxi }x∈Q0
i=1,...,βx−1
be the simple roots for the group SL(β). I.e., for
λ ∈ Λ, αix(λ(x, s)) := λ(x, s)i − λ(x, s)i+1
Proposition 7.2. We have that λ ∈ ΛSI if and only if both of the following hold:
• For every coupled vertex x with (x, s1), (x, s2) ∈ X, and every i = 1, . . . βx − 1,
αxi (λ(x, s1)) = α
x
βx−i(λ(x, s2));
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• For every lonely vertex x, say (x, s) ∈ X,
αxi (λ(x, s)) = 0.
Proof. Indeed, the equality in the proposition holds if and only if
λ(x, s1(x))i − λ(x, s1(x))i+1 = λ(x, s2(x))βx−i − λ(x, s2(x))βx−i+1
⇔ λ(x, s1(x))i + λ(x, s2(x))βx−i = λ(x, s1(x))i+1 + λ(x, s2(x))βx−i+1
⇔ λ(x, s1(x))i + λ(x, s2(x))βx−i = λ(x, s1(x))j + λ(x, s2(x))βx−j := σx
This is precisely the set of conditions given by proposition 6.2. 
To organize the equations that arise from proposition 7.2, we will set up some notation
and define a graph whose vertices are simple roots, with multiplicity.
Definition 7.3.
a. Denote by Σ = Σ(Q, c, β) the set of labeled simple roots {α(x,s)i | (x, s) ∈ X, i =
1, . . . , βx − 1} (namely the simple roots from above but with multiplicity for the
colors included).
b. For each λ ∈ Λ, define the function fλ : Σ→ N by
fλ(α
(x,s)
i ) := α
(x,s)
i (λ(x, s)).
c. Define the partition equivalence graph, written PEG(Q, c, β, r) to be the graph
with vertices given by the set Σ and the following edges:
i. for each coupled vertex x ∈ Q0, with associated pair (x, s1), (x, s2) ∈ X say,
and each i = 1, . . . , βx − 1, define an edge α(x,s1)i α(x,s2)βx−i .
ii. for each arrow a : x→ y, and each i = 1, . . . , r(a)− 1, define an edge
α
(x,s)
i
α
(y,s)
βy−i .
In words, edges of the first type connect labeled simple roots arising from the same
SL(βx), i.e., from the same vertex, and edges of the second type connect simple roots
along colors. For this reason we may call edges of the second type colored edges.
Proposition 7.4. Let λ ∈ Λ. Then λ ∈ ΛSI if and only if fλ(α) = fλ(α′) whenever α
and α′ are in the same connected component of the PEG and fλ(α) = 0 if α corresponds
to a root at a lonely vertex.
Proof. Let a ∈ Q1 be an arrow of color s with ta = x and ha = y. Then λ ∈ Λ implies
that fλ
(
α
(x,s)
i
)
= fλ
(
α
(y,s)
βy−i
)
, i.e., fλ(α) = fλ(α
′) whenever α, α′ are connected by a
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colored edge. This is so because if λ ∈ Λ, then
fλ
(
α
(x,s)
i
)
= λ(x, s)i − λ(x, s)i+1
= λ(a)i − λ(a)i+1
= (−λ(a)i+1)− (−λ(a)i)
= λ(y, s)βy−i − λ(y, s)βy−i+1
= fλ
(
α
(y,s)
βy−i
)
.
But proposition 7.2 shows that Mλ contains a semi-invariant if and only if fλ(α) = fλ(α
′)
whenever α, α′ are linked by an edge of type (i). Therefore, λ ∈ ΛSI if and only if equality
holds for all roots in the same connected component. 
Proposition 7.5. Let K1, . . . , Kl be the list of connected components in PEG(Q, c, β, r),
and let {α(i)}i=1,...,l be some set of elements in Σ such that the vertex corresponding to
α(i) is in the component Ki for each i. For any vector g = (g1, . . . , gl) ∈ Nl, let Vg be
the vector space with basis {xλ | λ ∈ ΛSI , fλα(i) = gi}. Then
k[ΛSI ] =
⊕
g∈NK
Vg
is a graded direct sum decomposition of the semigroup ring k[ΛSI ]. In other words, k[ΛSI ]
has a multigrading by the connected components of PEG(Q, c, β, r).
This follows immediately from the description of the semigroup structure of ΛSI above
and proposition 7.4.
Definition 7.6. Let E = EQ,c(β, r) be the set of elements in Σ whose corresponding
vertices are endpoints for the PEG associated to (Q, c, β, r). For an element e ∈ E which
is contained in the string, write Θ(e) for the distinct second endpoint contained in this
string (we do not consider an isolated vertex to be a string). Clearly Θ : E → E is an
involution.
In fact, we can explicitly describe E.
Proposition 7.7. Each endpoint of the PEG is of one of the following two mutually
exclusive forms:
I. if x is coupled and (x, s) ∈ X, then α(x,s)i is an endpoint for r(o(x, s)) ≤ i ≤
βx − r(i(x, s));
II. if x is lonely and (x, s) ∈ X, then α(x,s)i is an endpoint for 1 ≤ i ≤ βx.
Proof. This is a consequence of the definition 7.3. We will call the edges that connect
roots on the same vertex of the quiver non-colored, and those that connect roots on
different vertices of the quiver colored. If x is lonely then there can only possibly be
colored edges containing any of the elements α
(x,s)
i , and by definition, each vertex can
be contained in at most one such. If, however, x is coupled and (x, s) ∈ X, then each
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vertex α
(x,s)
i is incident to precisely one non-colored edge. Those with i < r(o(x, s)) or
i > βx − r(i(x, s)) are also incident to a colored edge by definition. For r(o(x, s)) ≤ i ≤
βx − r(i(x, s)), there are no colored edges incident to α(x,s)i . 
We will use the endpoints of the strings to find a system of equations so that each
positive integer-valued solution of the system will correspond to an element λ ∈ ΛSI .
Remark 7.8. Below lists the endpoints in {αix,s}i=1,...,βx and calculates the values of
fλ on such endpoints. In order to write the system of equations mentioned above in a
compact form, we also label these possibilities:
a. If r(o(x, s)) + r(i(x, s)) = βx for some (x, s) ∈ X, then α(x,s)r(o(x,s)) is the unique
endpoint in this set. For this endpoint, we have
fλ
(
α
(x,s)
r(o(x,s))
)
= λ(o(x, s))r(o(x,s)) + λ(i(x, s))r(i(x,s)).
We will denote this endpoint by (o(x, s), i(x, s)).
b. If r(o(x, s)) + r(i(x, s)) < βx for some (x, s) ∈ X, then α(x,s)r(o(x,s)) is an endpoint,
and
fλ
(
α
(x,s)
r(o(x,s))
)
= λ(o(x, s))r(o(x,s)).
We will denote this endpoint by the arrow o(x, s).
c. If r(o(x, s))+r(i(x, s)) < βx for some (x, s) ∈ X, then α(x,s)βx−r(i(x,s)) is an endpoint,
and
fλ
(
α
(x,s)
βx−r(i(x,s))
)
= λ(i(x, s))r(i(x,s)).
Such an endpoint will be denoted by the arrow i(x, s).
d. Finally, if r(o(x, s)) < i < βx − r(i(x, s)), or (x, s) has no mirror and i 6=
r(o(x, s)), i 6= βx − r(i(x, s)), then
fλ
(
α
(x,s)
i
)
= 0.
Such endpoints will be denoted by the symbol 0
(x,s)
i .
Thus, an endpoint can be of type Ia, Ib, Ic, Id, or type IIa, IIb, IIc, IId.
We will illustrate the these possibilities by means of an example. Recall that example
2.7 ? was the following colored string algebra:
3
''NN
NNN
NNN
NNN
NNN
N
1 ///o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o
//
2
777w7w7w7w7w7w7w7w7w
// 4
//
// 5
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Consider RepQ,C(β, r) with β, r as indicated in the diagram
2
2
NNN
NNN
N
''NN
NNN
NN
2 2/o/o/o ///o/o/o
2 // 6
27w7w7w7w
777w7w7w7w
2 // 4 2
//
2 // 2
The PEG is given below:
α1,w1
α1,d1 α
2,d
1
α2,d2
α2,d3
α2,d4
α2,d5
α2,w1
α2,w2
α2,w3
α2,w4
α2,w5
α3,w1
α3,w2
α3,w3
α3,s1
α3,s2
α3,s3
α4,s1
α4,s2
α4,s3
α4,d1
α4,d2
α4,d3
α5,s1
α5,d1
Definition 7.9. For any λ ∈ Λ, define uλ : Q1 → N to be the function uλ(a) = λ(a)r(a).
For any function u : Q1 → N, let ϕu : E → N be the function defined as follows:
ϕu(e) =

u(i(x, s)) + u(o(x, s)) if the endpoint e is of type (Ia) and labeled (o(x, s), i(x, s))
u(o(x, s)) if the endpoint e is of type (Ib) and labeled o(x, s)
u(i(x, s)) if the endpoint e is of type (Ic) and labeled i(x, s)
0 if the endpoint e is of type (Id) or (II).
We call ϕu the companion function to u.
We will denote by U = U(Q, c, β, r) the set of functions u : Q1 → N such that
ϕu(e) = ϕu(Θ(e)) for all e ∈ E. Notice that U is a semigroup with respect to the usual
addition of functions.
Proposition 7.10. If λ ∈ ΛSI then uλ ∈ U(Q,C, β, r).
Proof. This is clear from proposition 7.4, together with the fact that if λ ∈ ΛSI , and x
is a lonely vertex, (x, s) ∈ X, then fλ(α(x,s)i ) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , βx. 
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Notice that from uλ one can calculate the values of fλ(α) whenever α ∈ Σ is in a string
of the PEG.
Definition 7.11. Denote by Y = Y (Q, c, β, r) the set of maps y : {bands in Σ} → N.
For any u ∈ U and y ∈ Y , take λu,y : Q1 → P to be the map defined by the following
conditions:
λu,y(a)r(a) = u(a)
α(λu,y) =
{
ϕu(e) if e is an endpoint of the string containing α
y(b) if α is contained in the band b.
Remark 7.12. Let us summarize the results above:
i. The set U is a semigroup with respect to the usual addition of functions,
ii. λu,y(a) has at most r(a) non-zero parts, so λu,y ∈ Λ,
iii. image((u, y) 7→ λu,y) ⊂ ΛSI .
Proposition 7.13. The map (u, y) 7→ λu,y is a semigroup isomorphism between U × Y
and ΛSI .
Proof. We construct an inverse explicitly. For any λ ∈ ΛSI , define (uλ, yλ) as follows:
uλ(a) := λ(a)r(a)
yλ(b) := fλ(α) for any α in the band b.
It is routine that uλ(u,y) = u and yλ(u,y) = y, so this is indeed a bijection, and it is clear
that the composition operation in U × Y is preserved under this map. 
Corollary 7.14. We have the following ring isomorphism
SIQ,c(β, r) ∼= k[U(Q, c, β, r)][yb]b∈{bands in Σ},
that is, SIQ,c(β, r) is a polynomial ring over the semigroup ring k[U ].
Proposition 7.15. The semigroup U(Q,C, β, r) is a sub-semigroup of NQ1, satisfying
the following:
a. U(Q,C, β, r) = {(ua)a∈Q1 ∈ NQ1 | ϕu(e) = ϕu(Θ(e)) for e ∈ E},
b. ϕu(e) =
∑
a∈Q1
ceaua with c
e
a ∈ {0, 1} for each endpoint e ∈ E,
c. ua appears with nonzero coefficient in at most two functions ϕu. I.e., for each
a ∈ Q1, there are at most two endpoints e1, e2 ∈ E with ce1a = ce2a = 1.
Proof. (a) is simply the definition of U(Q,C, β, r), reformulated as a sub-semigroup of
NQ1 , while (b) is the definition of the control equations. Recall that ϕu(e) = u(a) +u(b),
u(a) or 0 for any endpoint e, and since the quiver is acyclic, a 6= b, so the coefficient on
any summand is at most 1. To show (c), we recall that r is a maximal rank sequence
for β. This implies that if e1 is an endpoint of type (Ia) labeled (a, b) (in which case
ϕu(e1) = ub+ua), then the only other type of endpoint labeled with an a is either another
of type (Ia) labeled (c, a), or one of type (Ic) labeled a. (Similarly the only other type
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of endpoint labeled with a b is either another of type (Ia) labeled (b, c), or of type (Ib)
labeled b.) 
8. Matching Semigroups
Fix (Q, c) a gentle string algebra β a dimension vector vector and rank sequence,
together with its PEG, Σ. We will define a general class of sub-semigroups of Nl, of
which all U(Q,C, β, r) are members. We will then describe a general procedure for
determining generators and relations for these semigroup rings by means of a graph, and
show that the generators of these semigroups occur in multidegree at most 2. First,
however, we exhibit some structure enjoyed by k[U ].
Theorem 8.1. The semigroup ring k[U ] is the coordinate ring of an affine toric variety.
Proof. Let k[Xa]a∈Q1 be the polynomial ring on the arrows of Q1, and let S be the set
of strings in Σ. Suppose that the PEG has the following endpoints: {e(s)1 , e(s)2 }s∈S. Then
we define the action of (k∗)S on k[Xa]a∈Q1 as follows: suppose that (ts)s∈S ∈ (k∗)S, then
(ts).
∏
a∈Q1
Xu(a)a := t
ϕu(e
(s)
1 )−ϕu(e(s)2 )
s
∏
a∈Q1
Xu(a)a .
A polynomial p ∈ k[Xa]a∈Q1 is invariant with respect to this action if and only if its
monomial terms are, so it suffices to assume p is a monomial. Suppose that a monomial∏
a∈Q1
X
u(a)
a is invariant with respect to each ts. Then for each endpoint pair {e(s)1 , e(s)2 },
we have
ts.
∏
a∈Q1
Xu(a)a = t
ϕu(e
(s)
1 )−ϕu(e(s)1 )
s
∏
a∈Q1
Xu(a)a =
∏
a∈Q1
Xu(a)a ,
so ϕu(e
(s)
1 ) = ϕu(e
(s)
2 ) for s ∈ S. Therefore, such a monomial is invariant with respect to
the action if and only if u ∈ U . Then clearly k[U ] = k[Xa](k∗)S is the invariant ring with
respect to this torus action. 
Definition 8.2. Let {fi : Nl → N}i=1,...,2m be a collection of N-linear functions
fi(x1, . . . , xl) =
l∑
j=1
cjixj
satisfying the following properties:
a. cji ∈ {0, 1} for all i = 1, . . . , 2m, j = 1, . . . , l;
b. cji 6= cji+m for i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , l (i.e., the equations fi(x1, . . . , xl) =
fi+m(x1, . . . , xl) are reduced);
c. for j = 1, . . . , l, #{i | cji 6= 0, i = 1, . . . , 2m} ≤ 2 (i.e., each variable xj appears
with non-zero coefficient in at most two functions fi).
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The semigroup
U({fi}i=1,...,2m) := {u = (u1, . . . , ul) ∈ Nl | fi(u) = fm+i(u), i = 1, . . . ,m}
is called a matching semigroup if the functions fi satisfy the conditions (a)-(c).
The following is the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 8.3. Suppose that U = U(f) ⊂ Nl is a matching semigroup with f =
{fi}i=1,...,2m. Then U is generated by vectors u = (u1, . . . , ul) with the property that
fi(u) ≤ 2 for i = 1, . . . , 2m. In particular, ui ≤ 2.
In order to prove this theorem, we construct a graph G(f) and interpret certain walks
on this graph as elements in U .
Definition 8.4. Let G(f) be the multigraph with two types of edges, solid and dotted,
on the vertices {1, . . . , 2m}, with a solid edge
i k whenever c
j
i = c
j
k = 1, i 6= k,
a solid loop
i i whenever i is the unique integer for which c
j
i = 1,
and dotted edges i m+ i for i = 1, . . . ,m. We define a function L : Edges(G(f))→
{1, x1, . . . , xl} with
L(E) =
{
1 if E is a dotted edge
xj if E is the edge containing i, k arising from the condition c
j
i = c
j
k = 1.
In depicting this graph, we will indicate the labeling as a decoration on the appropriate
edge. Heuristically, each vertex i stands for a function fi. A vertex i is contained in
a solid edge labeled xj if xj appears with non-zero coefficient in fi, and the vertices
corresponding to functions on either side of a defining equation of U(f) are joined by a
dotted edge. The name matching semigroup arises from the fact that the dotted edges
form a perfect matching for the graph G(f). Moreover, while each vertex is contained in
exactly one dotted edge, it can be contained in several solid edges: as many as non-zero
coefficients in the linear function to which it corresponds.
Example 8.5. We provide an example to clarify some of the more complicated defini-
tions. Let U ⊂ N11 be the semigroup defined by the following equations:
f1(x) = x1 + x2 = 0 = f6(x)
f2(x) = x2 + x3 = x8 + x9 = f7(x)
f3(x) = x3 + x4 = x9 + x10 = f8(x)
f4(x) = x5 + x4 = x7 + x11 = f9(x)
f5(x) = x6 + x7 = x11 = f10(x).
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Then the graph G(f) looks as follows:
1
x1
x2
2 x3 3 x4 4
x5
5
x6
x7








6






7
x8






x9
8
x10






9 x11






10






(8.1)
Definition 8.6. A walk on G(f) is a sequence of vertices and edges w = vnEnvn−1En−1 . . . E1v0
such that V (Ei) = {vi, vi−1} (i.e., the vertices of Ei are precisely the two surrounding it
in the sequence). To each such walk, associate an integer vector u(w) ∈ Nl with
u(w)j = #{k | the edge Ek is labeled xj}.
Definition 8.7. A walk is called alternating if Ek, Ek−1 are of different edge types for
k ∈ [n]. An alternating walk is called
i. a string if both E1, En are loops,
ii. a band if v0 = vn and E0, En are edges of different types, and none of the Ei are
loops.
Henceforth, we will refer to “alternating” strings and bands simply as strings and
bands.
Example 8.8. We will illustrate some strings and bands on the graph from example
8.5. In these walks, we write xi for the edge with the given label, and E for the unique
dotted edge containing a given vertex. The walk w1 := 3E8x97E2x33 is a band, and
w2 = 5x65E10x119E4x54 is a string.
Lemma 8.9. Suppose that w is a string or band. Then u(w) ∈ U .
Example 8.10. In example 8.8, u(w1)i = 0 if i 6= 3, 6, and u(w1)3 = u(w1)6 = 1. It is
easily checked that fj(u(w1)) = f5+m(u(w1)) for i = 1, . . . , 5.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume i ≤ m. Notice that if w is a string, then
fi(u(w)) = #{j ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} | vj is the vertex i},
while if w is a band, then
fi(u(w)) = #{j ∈ {1, . . . , n} | vj is the vertex i}.
But w is alternating, so every occurrence of the vertex i is either immediately preceded
or succeeded by an occurrence of the vertex i+m, so
fi(u(w)) = #{j | vj is the vertex i+m} = fi+m(u(w))
as claimed. 
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Lemma 8.11. G(f) contains no alternating two-cycles.
Proof. If the edge labeled x1 contains two vertices i, i+m which are both contained in a
single dotted edge, then fi(x) = x1 +
∑
cjixj = x1 +
∑
cji+mxj = fi+m(x), contradicting
definition 8.2 (b). 
Lemma 8.12. A matching semigroup U = U(f) is generated by the set
{u(w) | w is either a string or a band on G(f)}.
Proof. Let ≤ be the coordinate-wise partial order on U . We will show that for each
0 6= u ∈ U , there is a non-trivial alternating walk w, which is either a string or a band,
and an element u′ ∈ U such that
i. u′ ≤ u,
ii. u = u(w) + u′.
Case 1: Suppose that uj1 6= 0 for some j1 for which xj1 is a loop. We inductively construct
a sequence of alternating walks tk = v2kE2kv2k−1 . . . v1E1v0 with L(E1) = xj1
satisfying the following:
(1) 0 < u(tk) < u(tk+1) < u
(2) fv2k−1(u− u(tk)) + 1 = fv2k(u− u(tk))
(3) fi(u− u(tk)) = fi+m(u− u(tk)) whenever {i, i+m} 6= {v2k, v2k−1}.
Let E1 be the edge with L(E1) = xj1 , v0 = v1 the unique vertex contained in this
loop, E2 the dotted edge containing v1, and v2 the unique second vertex contained
in E2.
Claim 1: t1 satisfies (1)-(3).
Proof. u(t1)j1 = 1, so immediately u(t1) > 0. Furthermore, u(t1)j′ = 0 for
j′ 6= j1, and since cj1v1 = 1, cj1v2 = 0, fv2(u(t1)) = 0. On the other hand,
fv2(u) = fv1(u) > 0 by assumption, so u(t1) < u, and (1) is proven.
As for (2) and (3), fv1(u−u(t1)) = fv1(u)−1 = fv2(u)−1 = fv2(u−u(t1))−1
since u ∈ U . Furthermore, if {i, i+m} 6= {v2, v1}, then cji = cji+m = 0 since
fv1 is the unique function in which xj appears with non-zero coefficient (as
E1 is a loop). Therefore, fi(u− u(t1)) = fi(u) = fi+m(u) = fi+m(u− u(t1)),
proving (3). 
Claim 2: If tk = v2kE2kv2k−1 . . . v1E1v0 satisfies (1)-(3), and there is no Es for s =
2, . . . , 2k with Es a loop, then there are two possibilities:
a. There is a loop E2k+1 containing the vertex v2k such that the walk
w := v2kE2k+1tk is an alternating string and u(w) ≤ u;
b. There is a solid edge E2k+1 which is not a loop such that tk+1 =
v2k+2E2k+2v2k+1E2k+1tk is an alternating walk satisfying (1)-(3).
Before proving this dichotomy, we note that this proves the following: if
u ∈ U such that uj 6= 0 with xj a loop, then there is a an alternating string
such that u − u(w) ∈ U . Indeed, u(tk) < u(tk+1) < u by (1), so there must
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be a tk such that u(tk) < u and for which there is a loop E2k+1 such that w
as defined in (a) is an alternating string and u(w) ≤ u.
Proof. Suppose that tk = v2kE2kv2k−1 . . . v1E1v0 contains no loops other than
E1, satisfies (1)-(3), and does not satisfy (a). By property (2),
fv2k−1(u− u(tk)) + 1 = fv2k(u− u(tk)) =
∑
j|cjv2k 6=0
uj − u(tk)j.
Since fv2k−1(u − u(tk)) ≥ 0, there must be a jk such that ujk > u(tk)jk and
cjkv2k = 1. In terms of the graph, then, there is a solid edge E2k+1 (which
is not a loop since tk does not satisfy (a)) with L(E2k+1) = xjk containing
the vertex v2k. Let v2k+1 be the distinct second vertex contained in E2k+1,
E2k+2 the unique dotted edge containing v2k+1, and v2k+2 the distinct second
vertex contained in E2k+2. Let tk+1 = v2k+2E2k+2v2k+1E2k+1tk. We claim
that tk+1 satisfies (1)-(3).
Notice that u(tk)jk +1 = u(tk+1) (as tk+1 has an additional occurrence of the
edge labeled xjk), and u(tk)j′ = u(tk+1)j′ for j
′ 6= jk. Therefore, 0 < u(tk) <
u(tk+1) and u(tk+1)j′ ≤ uj′ for j′ 6= jk. Furthermore, ujk > u(tk)jk from
above, so ujk ≥ u(tk)jk + 1 = u(tk+1)jk , so u(tk+1) ≤ u. We will show in the
course of proving (2) that u(tk+1) /∈ U , implying we cannot have equality, so
u(tk+1) < u as claimed.
Recall that since v2k+1 contains the edge labeled xjk , c
jk
v2k+1
= 1. By lemma
8.11, then, cjkv2k+2 = 0. Furthermore, fv2k+1(u − u(tk)) = fv2k+2(u − u(tk))
since tk satisfies condition (3). Therefore
fv2k+1(u− u(tk+1)) = fv2k+1(u− u(tk))− 1
= fv2k+2(u− u(tk))− 1
= fv2k+2(u− u(tk+1))− 1
proving (2).
Finally, if {i, i+m} = {v2k−1, v2k}, then
fv2k−1(u− u(tk+1)) = fv2k−1(u− u(tk))
= fv2k(u− u(tk))− 1
= fv2k(u− u(tk+1)),
while if {i, i + m} 6⊂ {v2k−1, v2k, v2k+1, v2k+2}, then fi(u− u(tk+1)) = fi(u−
u(tk)) = fi+m(u− u(tk)) = fi+m(u− u(tk+1)), proving (3). 
Case 2: Now suppose for all j such that xj is a loop, we have that uj = 0. Take j1 with
uj1 6= 0 (possible since u 6= 0). Let v0, v1 be the vertices (taken in some order)
contained in the edge labeled xj, E1 this edge, E2 the dotted edge containing
v1 and v2 the other end of this edge. Call this walk t1. Notice that v2 6= v0 by
lemma 8.11. We can again recursively define alternating walks tk starting with
t1 satisfying the following: if v0 6= v2k, then
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(1) 0 < u(tk) < u(tk+1) ≤ u
(2) fv2k−1(u− u(tk)) + 1 = fv2k(u− u(tk))
(3) fi(u− u(tk)) = fi+m(u− u(tk)) whenever {i, i+m} 6⊂ {v2k, v2k−1, v0}.
(4) tk can be extended to an alternating walk tk+1 which is either an alternating
band with u(tk+1) ≤ u or tk satisfies (1)-(3).
Thus, completely analogously to Case 1, there must be a tk that is a band. As
the proof is nearly verbatim of the proof of Case 1, we omit it.
Therefore, u =
∑
u(wi) for wi some strings or bands. 
Notice that it is possible that fi = 0 for some index i ≤ m (say), while fi+m =
∑
cji+mxj
with some cji+m 6= 0 for some j. It may not be clear why if w is alternating string or
band, then u(w)j = 0, which would be required if u(w) ∈ U . However, if fi = 0, then
there are no solid edges containing the vertex i. Any alternating path passing through
the solid edge labeled xj would then pass through the dotted edge between i + m and
i. Since the walk couldn’t finish at that vertex, it would immediately pass back through
the dotted edge, contradicting the alternating property of the walk.
Definition 8.13. A string or band w is called irreducible if there does not exist a pair
of non-trivial strings or bands w′, w′′ satisfying u(w) = u(w′) + u(w′′).
Clearly U is generated by {u(w) | w is an irreducible alternating string or band}.
Lemma 8.14. If w is an irreducible string or band, then fi(u(w)) ≤ 2 for i = 1, . . . , 2m.
Proof. Suppose that w = vnEn . . . E1v0 is an irreducible string or band, and fi(u(w)) ≥ 3
for some i = 1, . . . ,m (in particular, fi+m(u(w)) ≥ 3). This implies that the vertex i
appears in the set {v1, . . . , vn−1} at least thrice. Let E be the dotted edge containing
the vertices i and i + m. Recall that in an alternating path, each occurrence of the
vertex i is immediately succeeded or immediately preceded by an occurrence of i + m.
Let 1 ≤ k1 < k2 < k3 ≤ n − 1 be the first three integers such that vkj = i, and
1 ≤ l1 < l2 < l3 ≤ n − 1 the first three such that vlj = i + m. Suppose without loss of
generality that k1 < l1. We claim that if k2 < l2 or l3 < k3, then w is not irreducible. In
this case, k2 < l2 implies that w contains a sub-band, namely
w = . . . vl2E(vk2Ek2 . . . vl1Evk1) . . .
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In a diagram (although the graph is undirected, the sequence of edges and vertices of
the walk will be indicated with arrows):
vk2 vl1
El1Ek2
(Here the thinner arc connecting the two bottom vertices represents an alternating walk
that starts and ends with dotted edges.) This contradicts the assumption of irreducibility,
so k2 > l2, and the same contradiction implies that k3 < l2, so we have that k1 < l1 <
l2 < k2 < k3 < l3. But now we have that
w = . . . vl3(Evk3Ek3 . . . Ek2+1vk2Evl2El2 . . . El1+1vl1)Evk1 . . .
which contains the parenthesized band. In diagram form:
E
El1+1
El2Ek2+1
Ek3
again contradicting irreducibility of w. 
proof of theorem 8.3. U(f) is generated by the u(w) for w irreducible strings and
bands, and for such walks, fi(u(w)) ≤ 2 for i = 1, . . . , 2m by lemma 8.14. This concludes
the proof.

The presentation of U(f) using walks on a graph allows us to determine the relations
in the ring k[U(f)] as well. Let W (f) be the free semigroup generated by the irreducible
paths wi on G(f), and extend the function u to W (f) linearly. Let ∼W be the kernel
equivalence of this map, i.e., A ∼W B if and only if u(A) = u(B). The relation ∼W is a
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semigroup congruence, so W (f)/ ∼W is a semigroup isomorphic to U(f), and k[U(f)] is
isomorphic to k[W (f)]/IW where IW is generated by all elements tw − tw′ for w ∼W w′.
Remark 8.15. Notice that since ∼W is a semigroup congruence, one has cancellation.
That is a + b ∼W a + c if and only if b ∼W c. This can be recognized immediately from
the definition of ∼W .
Definition 8.16.
P1
P2 Q2
Q1
E
(a) X-Configuration about E
E
E′
X1X2P1 P2
(b) H-Configuration about E,E′
Figure 1. Relations in Graphical Form
• A walk P is called a partial string if its first edge is a loop and its last edge is
solid;
• Suppose that P1, Q1 are partial strings as in the configuration of figure 1a. We
will often abbreviate by Q1P1 the alternating string obtained by joining Q1 and
P1 by the edge E.
• Suppose that P1, X1 are alternating walks as in figure 1b. Then we write X1P1
for the alternating band obtained by joining P1 and X1 along the edges E and E
′.
• Let ∼X be the minimal semigroup equivalence containing the relations:
i. Q1P1 + Q2P2 ∼ Q2P1 + Q1P2 for every collection P1, P2, Q1, Q2 of partial
strings in an X-configuration (figure 1a) on G(f);
ii. X1P1+X2P2 ∼ X1X2+P1P2 for every collection of alternating walks X1, X2, P1, P2,
none containing loops, in an H-configuration (figure 1b) on G(f).
Remark 8.17. Notice that for a given pair P,Q of partial strings as in figure 1a (or a
pair of alternating walks X1, P1 as in figure 1b), QP (resp. X1P1) may not be irreducible
even while Q,P (resp. X1, P1) contain no sub-bands.
Proposition 8.18. The equivalence relations ∼W and ∼X coincide.
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Proof. Notice that if two elements are equivalent under ∼X , then they are equivalent
under ∼W , as can be seen on the relations that generate the semigroup.
The converse is proven by induction. Suppose that A ∼W B for some A,B ∈ W (f).
We will show that A ∼X B. Notice that the function u : W (f)→ U(f) induces a partial
order on W (f) via A′  A if and only if u(A′) ≤ u(A). Notice that for any A, the set
{0  A′  A} is finite, so we can induct on u(A).
For u(A) = 0, the proposition is clear: u(A) = 0 implies u(B) = 0, so A = B = 0,
which are trivially equivalent under ∼X . Now suppose that the implication holds for
all A′ ≺ A. We can assume, without loss of generality, that a0 6= 0 while b0 = 0, since
otherwise cancellation would allow us to express the equivalence under ∼W for A′ ≺ A,
which, by induction, would imply equivalence under ∼X . We state the following lemma
and delay the proof in order to show that the proposition follows from it.
Lemma 8.19. With all of the above assumptions, B ∼X w0 +B′ for some B′ ∈ W (f).
Assuming that the claim holds, then by the first paragraph of the proof, B ∼W w0+B′.
By transitivity, then A = w0 + A
′ ∼W w0 + B′. But ∼W is a semigroup congruence, so
the aforementioned equivalence holds if and only if A′ ∼W B′. By inductive hypothesis,
then, A′ ∼X B′. Therefore, A = w0 + A′ ∼X w0 +B′ ∼X B as desired.
proof of lemma 8.19. For two strings w,w′, choose a longest partial string common to
both w,w′, and denote it by (w||w′). (This may not be unique, but we simply choose
one such for each pair of strings.) Let l(w||w′) be the length of this partial string (notice
that l(w||w′) is odd since the first and last edges are solid and the walk is alternating).
Case 1: Suppose that w0 is a string. Let j be an index such that u(w0)j > 0 and xj
is a loop. Since u(A)j > 0 and A ∼W B, we must have that u(B)j > 0, so
there exists a string wi1 such that u(wi1)j > 0, bi1 6= 0, and such that l(w0||wi1)
is maximal. We show the following: if wi1 6= w0, then B ∼X Φ(B) in such a
way that there is a walk wi2 appearing with non-zero coefficient in Φ(B) such
that l(w0||wi2) > l(w0||wi1). Since the length of w0 if finite, there must be an
N > 0 such that w0 appears with non-zero coefficient in Φ
N(B). Since equivalence
under ∼X implies equivalence under ∼W , then, we have that A ∼W ΦN(B), so
A ∼W w0 +B′ for some B′, as desired.
Let v be the last vertex in (w0||wi1), E the dotted edge containing said vertex, v′
the other vertex contained in E, and Q the partial string such that Q(w0||wi1) =
wi1 . This is demonstrated in the diagram below, where the walk w0 is depicted
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in black, and wi1 is in gray:
E
xj1
(w0||wi1 )
Q
Now xj1 appears in w0, so u(B)j1 = u(A)j1 > 0, implying that there is a walk wl1
with non-zero coefficient appearing in B with u(wl1) 6= 0. There are three cases:
(A) wj1 is the (unique) walk appearing in B with this property, then xj1 is an
edge in Q;
(B) wl1 is not wj1 , and is an alternating string;
(C) wl1 is an alternating band.
Case A: This case impossible, for suppose that wj1 indeed contains xj1 . Said edge
cannot be the first solid edge in Q, or else xj1E(w0||wi1) would be a partial
string common to both w0 and wi1 with length one greater than (w0||wi1),
contradicting the definition. Otherwise, wi1 takes one of the following two
forms:
wi1 = . . . Exj1 . . . E(w0||wi1)
wi1 = . . . xj1ECE(w0||wi1),
where C is an alternating walk starting with the vertex v′ and ending
with v. In the former case, the walk wi1 could be written in the form
. . . E . . . xj1E(w0||wi1). But xj1E(w0||wi1) has greater length than (w0||wi1).
Contradiction. Finally, in the latter case, wi1 is not an irreducible walk since
EC is a band, so wi1 = . . . xj1E(w0||wi1) +EC, and the first summand is an
alternating string with l(w0|| . . . xj1E(w0||wi1)) > l(w0||wi1), contradicting
the choice of wi1 .
Case B: Now we have wl1 an alternating string containing the edge xj1 . Let Q
′ be
the partial string in wl1 containing xj1 and not E, and P
′ the partial string
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such that Q′P ′ = wl1 . This is depicted in the diagram below:
E
xj1
(w0||wi1 )
Q
Q′P ′
I.e., Q′P ′ +Q(w0||wi1) appears in B. Notice that this is an X-configuration
about E, so Q′P ′ + Q(w0||wi1) ∼X Q′(w0||wi1) + QP ′. Take Φ(B) = B −
(Q′P ′+Q(w0||wi1))+(Q′(w0||wi1)+QP ′). Then Φ(B) ∼X B and Φ(B) con-
tains a summand, namely Q′(w0||wi1), with l(w0||(Q′(w0||wi1)) > l(w0||wi1)
as claimed.
Case C: Finally, if wl1 = PExj1 is a band, then we are in the following situation:
Q
E
xj1
(w0||wi1 )
P
In this case, we can define wi2 = QEPxj1E(w0||wi1) (caution: this walk is
not irreducible). Then l(w0||wi2) > l(w0||wi1), as desired.
Case 2: Now suppose that w0 is an alternating band. Notice that we can assume (by
symmetry) that there are no strings appearing as summands in B. Again, for
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some band w we will denote by (w0||w) any of the longest alternating paths
contained in both w0 and w. Let y1 be some solid edge contained in w0. Since
u(w0)y1 6= 0, there must be a band wi1 appearing in B passing through this edge.
This is depicted below, again the black edges form the band w0 and the gray
edges are from wi1 .
y1
y2
Fix an orientation on w0, and suppose that y2 is the first edge in w0 (in the chosen
orientation) which is not contained in wi1 as in the diagram. But u(B)y2 6= 0,
so there must be a band wl1 containing this edge. By the same reasoning as
the proof of case A for strings, if this band were wi1 (i.e., if wi1 contained y2),
then wi1 could be rewritten so as to contain a longer common subpath with w0.
Therefore, this path is distinct from wi1 . There are two cases:
Case A: wl1 contains all other edges in w0 as in the diagram including that labeled
y2:
y1
y2
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then wi1 and wl1 are in an H-configuration.
P2
X2
E
E′
P1
X1
since wi1 = EX1E
′P1, and wi2 = EX2E
′P2. Therefore
wi1 + wi2 = EX1E
′P1 + EX2E ′P2
= EX1E
′P2 + EX2E ′P1
= w0 + EX2E
′P1.
As such, B ∼X w0 +B′ with u(B′) = u(B)− u(w0) < u(B).
Case B: wl1 does not contain all other edges in w0:
y1
y2
y1
y2
X
Let X be the subpath common to both wi1 and wi2 as above, P1 and P2
the paths such that wi1 = P1X and wi2 = P2X, respectively. Then wi1 +
wi2 = XP1XP2 is an alternating band (although clearly not irreducible).
Furthermore, l(w0||XP1XP2) > l(w0||wi1). Since the length of w0 is finite,
iteration of this will introduce an H-configuration as in case A within l(w0)
steps.


Example 8.20. We conclude this section by describing the ring k[U(f)] for the semi-
group in N10 given by the set of points (a1, . . . , a5, b1, . . . , b5) satisfying the following
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equations:
a1 + a2 = a4 + a5
b1 + b2 = b4 + b5
a2 + a3 = b2 + b3
a3 + a4 = b3 + b4.
The associated matching graph is
1
a1
a2 ==
==
==
=
__________ 5
a5
2
a3


 3
a4




7
b3
8
b4
==
==
==
=
4
b2

b1
__________ 9
b5
The alternating strings and bands are given below, with all but the labels of the solid edges
suppressed:
X1 := a1a5 X2 := b1b5
Y1 := a1a4b4b1 Y2 := a5a2b2b5
Z1 := a2b3a4 Z2 := b2a3b4
B1 := a2b2b4a4 B2 := a3b3.
It can be easily verified that this is the complete list of the alternating walks. The walks
labeled by X and Y are strings, while those labeled by Z and B are bands. The relation
Y1 + Y2 = B2 +X1 +X2
can be viewed as an X-configuration about the solid edge containing the vertices 1 and 5,
with P1 = a1, p2 = b5b2a2, Q1 = a5 and Q2 = b1b4a4. The relation
Z1 + Z2 = B1 +B2
can be seen as an H-configuration about the edges containing 2, 7 and 3, 8. It can be
shown that these are the only relations, so
k[U(f)] = k[X1, X2, Y1, Y2, Z1, Z2, B1, B2]/(Y1 · Y2 −B2 ·X1 ·X2, Z1 · Z2 −B1 ·B2).
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9. Degree Bounds
It is a simple consequence of section 4 that for λ ∈ ΛSI(Q, c, β, r), the function mλ is
of degree ∑
a∈Q1
|λ(a)|
under the usual grading on the polynomial ring. We will use this and the map (u, y) 7→
λu,y to give degree bounds on the generators and relations for SIQ,c(β, r). Recall that
there is a second grading on SIQ,c(β, r), as in proposition 7.5, given by the connected
components of the partition equivalence graph. The first corollary relates to this grading.
Corollary 9.1. The generators for SIQ,C(β, r) occur in multi-degrees bounded by ϕuλ(e) ≤
2 and yλ(e) ≤ 1.
As for degree bounds in the polynomial ring, we have the following:
Corollary 9.2. The generators for SIQ,c(β, r) occur in total degrees bounded by
2
∑
a∈Q0
(
r(a) + 1
2
)
.
Proof. Since λ(a)r(a) ≤ 2, and λ(a)i+1 ≤ λ(a)i ≤ λ(a)i+1 + 2, we have
deg(mλ) =
∑
a∈Q1
|λ(a)| ≤
∑
a∈Q1
r(a)∑
i=1
2i
= 2
∑
a∈Q1
(
r(a) + 1
2
)
.

Corollary 9.3. The relations for SIQ,c(β, r) occur in total degrees bounded by
8
∑
a∈Q1
(
r(a) + 1
2
)
.
Proof. We may assume that in an X-relation, none of the arms contains a subband, so
by theorem 8.3, we have that for each arm u(a) ≤ 2 and ϕu(e) ≤ 2 for any e. Therefore,
on P1P2 · Q1Q2, the bounds become u(a) ≤ 8 and ϕu(e) ≤ 8. The bound is derived
similarly to the previous corollary. The same technique works for H-relations as well, so
the bound is as desired. 
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